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Introduction 

Temperate Highland Peat Swamps on Sandstone and Gosford Sandstone Hanging 

Swamps are composed of erodible and friable organic peat substrates which are 

highly sensitive to disturbance and stormwater erosion.  

Erosive surface and subsurface flows of sediment laden stormwater, either generated 

within or directed into swamp catchments can result in the channeling, tunneling, 

slumping and sedimentation of swamp systems.  

These changes can disrupt the normal hydrology of swamps, causing the dewatering 

and desiccation of underground soil and peat substrates, and the degradation of 

above-ground native vegetation.  

As the peat substrates of a swamp dry out a positive feedback loop is created as the  

desiccated swamp substrates become hydrophobic and increasingly friable and      

susceptible to further erosion which further exacerbates the problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These technical guidelines outline techniques, materials and tips for restoring the 

natural hydrology of swamp systems impacted by channeling, tunneling, slumping 

and sedimentation, using low cost soft engineering swamp rehydration structures 

and complimentary soft engineering catchment management strategies.  

The guidelines also integrate the techniques into a strategic whole of catchment           

approach of ‘turning down the tap’ on the initiating drivers of degradation within a 

swamps catchment in order to achieve long term and sustainable remediation of  

treated swamp systems. 
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Site and Flow Assessment 

What are the volumes, the velocity and the frequency of stormwater flows  

through the site? 

Is it a low flow or a high flow system?  

Soft engineering techniques are most suitable for low or low to moderate flow  

systems. 

This can often be adequately assessed during a site assessment by examining the 

immediate sub-catchment and  by assessing the scale and speed of the degradation. 

Do a desktop assessment of the sub-catchment to determine the likely flow 

characteristics to corroborate your site assessment. 

If the opportunity presents itself visit the site in a moderate-to-heavy rainfall event 

to visualize the flow characteristics.  

 Consider using a catchment modelling program such as Music to assess the likely 

flow characteristics more accurately if you are still unsure of the flow 

characteristics.  

If the scale and/or speed of the degradation does not match your sub-catchment 

assessment this may indicate that the damage may have been initiated or caused by 

a historic stochastic event such as a fire or a freak storm event.  

 1 

 

 

 

If you are dealing with a high flow system with high      

volume and/or high velocity flows it’s recommended you 

seek advice from a stormwater engineer or fluvial geo-

morphologist as the site is unlikely to be suitable for the 

use of soft engineering in isolation and would need to be 

supported by hard engineering solutions. 

Swamp Assessment 
Are soft engineering solutions applicable to your swamp? 

The first stage of planning involves conducting a Catchment Assessment which          

incorporates a: 
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 Threat Assessment  

What are the drivers of degradation impacting on the site and can they be 

effectively managed?  

A whole of catchment approach is required because the drivers of degradation 

may be originating at a considerable distance from the swamp itself.  

Look at the history of the site– Are the drivers of degradation still active or are 

they historical in nature? Look for historical records and examine old aerial  

photos for past land uses. 

Do a desktop assessment and whole of catchment tour to determine if and how 

the sub-catchment can be modified to sustainably support the soft engineering  

swamp rehabilitation outcomes into the future.  

 

   Goal assessment 

What are you hoping to achieve in the longer term through the installation of  

soft engineering structures? 

Are the soft engineering structures capable of delivering a long term solution on 

their own i.e. are the drivers of degradation historical in nature or sufficiently 

minor to be controlled by the restored swamp vegetation once the soft            

engineering structures have begun to degrade? 

Are the soft engineering structures capable of delivering a long term solution 

once the soft engineering structures have begun to degrade provided they are       

supported by catchment modifications which ‘turn down the tap’ on the drivers 

of degradation in the swamps catchment? 

 Is the soft engineering approach a stop gap ‘holding’ measure to such a time 

when catchment modification works can be undertaken to ‘turn down the tap’  

on the drivers of degradation operating on the swamp? 

If the system is a high flow system and/or the drivers of degradation cannot be 

mitigated consideration should be given to accepting the  modified state of the 

swamp system and managing  the channelized area of swamp as modified creek-

line system within the swamp with the aim of stabilising the channel banks to 

prevent a further expansion of the channel but without aiming for full restora-

tion of the natural hydrology of the swamp. 

  

 2 

 3 
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 4 

                   

        Maintenance Assessment 

What level of resources do you have available for ongoing maintenance of the 

structures?  

As a rule of thumb at least 15-20% of the installation cost should be reserved for            
maintenance costs , which will need to invested until such a time as the swamp 
vegetation has re-established and the drivers of degradation have been  turned 
down in the catchment.  Maintenance costs are highest in the period immediately 
after installation as the structures may need to be modified and strengthened  in 
response to any weaknesses that are exposed by the hydrology of the site. 
 
Maintenance of all structures is the absolute key to success. Different materials and 
structures have varying life cycles and the maintenance plan should reflect this. 
Where possible look to use the longest lasting material that will achieve your goals 
and that access to the site will allow.  

 
Failure to plan for maintenance is a plan for failure…..  
 
If the drivers of degradation cannot be turned down in the swamp’s sub-catchment 
ask yourself if you have the resources and the intention to replace the soft          
engineering structures into the future as the structures reach the end of their     
useful lifespan in order  to maintain the swamp remediation outcomes. 
 

If the original drivers of degradation are still operating at the same level after the 

soft engineering structures have begun to break down there is a considerable risk 

that the swamp will revert to its original degraded state . 

 

Planning and assessment with the relevant stakeholderss and land managers is essential 
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High Flow Systems  
 

High flow systems require specialist advice from stormwater engineers, 

fluvial geomorphologists or equivalent and are not suitable for smaller 

scale soft engineering solutions . 

High flow systems will often require hard engineering solutions and 

significant works within the catchment. Once the system has been 

modified to a lower flow system, swamp restoration using soft 

engineering becomes feasible. 

Your local Catchment Management Authority, local council or 

consultancy firms may be potential avenues for obtaining  the necessary 

specialist advice or referral to someone suitable..   

The following web-links to urban stormwater and catchment management 

may provide further information: 

Catchment assessment tools and restoration information:  

http://toolkit.ewater.com.au/ 

http://sydney.cma.nsw.gov.au/links/water-stormwater/ 

http://www.wsud.org/ 

http://urbanwaterinfo.com/index.cfm 

General urban stormwater information:  

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/stormwater/publications.htm 

Articles:  

http://urbanwatergovernance.com/publications.html 
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There are licensing requirements for working in swamps that are 

listed as endangered ecological communities. 

Before working in a swamp that is listed as an Endangered Ecological          

Community under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, make 

sure you obtain the appropriate permission and licenses.  

Generally this will be a Section 132C Scientific License for working in 

an endangered ecological community under the NSW National Parks 

and Wildlife Act 1974.  

However, instances occur where a Section 91 License to harm or pick a      

threatened species, population or ecological community or damage  

habitat under the Act may be more appropriate. 

A Section 132C  License normally takes 4-6 weeks to obtain. There are 

no fees associated with the license. A Section 91 License generally 

takes 6-8 weeks or more to  obtain and has a minimum $30 application 

fee . 

A condition of the Section 132C license is that the Licensee is required 

to submit a report of the work carried out under the license (including 

any results) to the NPWS within two months of the expiry of the         

license. 

The NPWS may also issue guidelines for the carrying out of  certain   

actions that require a license.  

LINKS: 

About Scientific Licences 

Section 132 C Licence Application Form 

Section 91 Licence application form 
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Unless the causal  drivers of degradation such as 

stormwater and other high volume surface flows 

have been addressed in the catchment and are 

now historic in nature, soft engineering solutions 

within swamps need to be coupled with works 

that address and modify the origins of impacts 

across the catchment of the swamp.  

This will help ‘turn down the tap’ on the drivers 

of degradation and support the soft engineering 

solutions in the swamps.   

Multiple small-scale catchment modification 

works to divert, infiltrate or filter stormwater 

closer to their source not only improves overall 

catchment health, but also avoids the need to 

build larger sediment capture, stormwater 

detention and infiltration structures at the entry 

point to the swamp systems. 

Soft engineering swamp rehydration solutions are most 

suited to low flow systems where water volumes and 

velocities are not extreme with a constant low level base 

flow.  

Soft engineering swamp rehydration solutions are not 

normally suited to high flow systems that are subject to 

frequent high velocity and high volume flows. 

Applications 

                  Where should swamp soft engineering solutions be applied? 
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Works that can assist  include: 

 Soil conservation earthworks along fire 

trails, walking tracks and degraded 

lands to divert, detain and encourage 

infiltration to reduce damaging surface 

flows into swamps and subsequent 

erosion and sedimentation; 

 Soft engineering structures to detain, 

spread and encourage infiltration of 

surface flows, both within swamps and 

in swamp buffers; 

 Hard ‘end-of-pipe’ stormwater 

management  engineering solutions i.e.; 

Gross Pollutant Traps (GPTs) and other 

sediment control structures; 

 Use of water sensitive urban design 

principles and practices in the urban 

landscape, and conservation earthworks 

in the rural landscape to reduce the 

impact of peak runoff events and; 

 Incentives to install surface water 

capture technology and reuse initiatives 

such as water tanks and dual plumbing  

‘Turning down the tap’ on the driving forces  

of degradation in affected catchments 

should ideally occur within the natural 

lifespan of the soft engineering structures.  

In the absence of catchment modification, 

the initiating stormwater drivers will still be 

active and the site is more likely to revert to 

it’s previous state once the structures have 

degraded.  

Alternatively, soft engineering structures 

can be regularly maintained or renewed into 

perpetuity. 
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Reducing the drivers of degradation within 
swamp catchments  

Often the degrading impacts on swamps have their origin off-site in the             

surrounding lands upstream. It is important that as part of the first stage 

of planning a restoration program, that a sub-catchment assessment is   

undertaken to identify these degrading factors and any mitigating works 

that can be undertaken to ‘turn down the tap’ on these drivers of             

degradation within the catchment that are impacting on the core swamp 

restoration site. 

 These drivers can include a number of  issues such as; 

 Stormwater inputs generated from a range of surrounding land uses 

which can be complex and difficult, particularly when there are      

issues with both water quality as well as quantity.  

 Sediment inputs from infrastructure access tracks, informal trails and 

activities from recreational vehicles and bikes, road verges, active or 

defunct quarries and other extractive industries. 

 Adjacent landuse management issues regarding stock access, and  

feral animal management. 

In order to reduce the effect of these       

degrading impacts a whole of systems  

management approach at a sub-catchment 

scale needs to be  undertaken. This process 

should determine and prioritise the actions 

that need to be taken. 

Central to the success of this approach is 

collaborative land management actions   

involving all land managers (both public 

and  private), community education and  

engagement initiatives and private land     

extension works to assist in the overall       

sub-catchment rectification works. 

This approach is greatly enhanced through 

working in partnership with other regional 

natural resource management agencies and 

the   specialist staff such as Catchment 

Management Authorities, Department of 

Lands, DECCW and Soil  Services, etc. Sheet erosion from a  road verge 

Trail bike damage –Newnes PLateau 
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Sediment capture structures      

A range of sediment control        

s t r u c t u r e s  i n c l u d i n g  t h o s e            

constructed from concrete, earth and 

coir log or reinforced sediment   

fencing can all assist in preventing 

excessive sediments from moving 

into swamps where they can smother 

swamp vegetation and promote weed  

invasion. 

The key in managing this   issue is to 

address the source points of           

mobilisation of sediments where 

ever this is possible throughout the 

catchment rather than build large 

sediment capture structures           

immediately adjoining the swamps. 

Surface water management and infiltration    

Storm water management systems, conservation 

earthworks and soft engineering structures can be 

used outside of swamp systems to prevent erosive 

surface water flows and sediments reaching 

swamps.  

Coir log structures, reinforced sediment fencing 

or a range of  conservation earth works such as 

earth sediment control structures can retain water 

above swamp systems, allowing time for it to    

infiltrate into the groundwater - feeding the 

swamp rather than flowing through the swamp as 

an erosive surface-water flow. 

Roll over  bar installation above Happy 
Valley Swamp, Newnes Plateau 

Reinforced Sediment Fence Detention Basin, above 
Wentworth Falls Swamp , Blue Mountains 

Gross Polluntant 
Trap,  
Blue Mountains 
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The key to managing sedimentation in swamps is to resolve as many source points of           

sediment mobilisation within the swamp’s catchment as possible . This approach is a 

more economical and environmentally sustainable than building large sediment      

capture structures immediately adjoining the swamps, which require constant       

emptying. 

In  urban areas  eroding 

road verges can generate 

very large volumes of        

sediment. Restricting access 

for car parking on verges is            

important to give protective 

vegetation a chance to          

regenerate and cover        

eroding soils.  

Large patches of eroding 

verges can be stabilized 

with mulching, planting 

with suitable vegetation or 

turfing.  

Other urban  solutions to prevent sediment mobilization include sealing unformed 

driveways and providing incentives to install water tanks and dual plumbing.  

   This would help to detain 

some of the stormwater 

across the subcatchment 

rather than have it arrive as 

a surface flow into swamps. 

Where possible, look for   

opportunities to reduce the 

amount of impervious and 

eroding surfaces within 

swamp catchments  through 

rationalising, closing and 

rehabilitating redundant or 

duplicated fire trails, access 

tracks, informal recreational 

tracks, disused quarries or 

other degraded lands.  

Restoring eroding landscapes to minimize sediment mobilisation from 

source points 

Sheet erosion from a road verge above Wentworth Falls Lake Swamp 

Rehabilitation  of  a n unauthorised Recreational Vehicle Track above 
a North Lawson Swamp system 
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Re-establishing vegetative buffers also protects swamps by encouraging infiltration, 

reducing damaging surface flows and capturing the  sediment loads they would   

otherwise carry into the swamp systems below. 

Conservation earthworks on required access trails or recreational tracks such as roll-

over bars, mitre drains and earth-detention basins can also significantly reduce  

sediment and stormwater inputs into swamps. 

Ripping, revegetation, 

brushmatting and soil    

conservation works 

can be used to        

encourage infiltration, 

s t a b i l i z e  a n d     

revegetate eroding 

tracks and degraded 

land systems and  

capture sediments at 

their source before 

they can reach the 

swamp      systems.    
Rehabilitation  of  a n disused quarry  above a North Leura swamp system 

Swamp buffer plantings, North Lawson 

Fire Trail sediment control works including the installation of Roll over bars, mitre drains  and sediment capture structures 
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 Basic principles of swamp restoration 

What are swamp soft engineering structures trying to achieve? 

Soft engineering swamp rehabilitation techniques have four key 

objectives: 

 To improve the water retention capacity of swamps 

 To promote the rehydration of desiccated swamp systems 

 To promote the detention and infiltration of erosive surface flows 

before they reach swamps.  

 To protect swamps from inundation by excessive sediment inputs. 

The approaches that are being  undertaken as part of this 

program are not new techniques, but rather  the    result of  

adaptation of existing restoration techniques developed in 

alpine bog restoration in Kosciusko National Park to    

Temperate Peat Swamps on Sandstone conditions. They 

also include adaptations of standard soil conservation and 

creekline restoration practices.  

The techniques can be divided into two categories:  

1. Intraswamp techniques to restore the natural hydrology 

of swamp systems and rehydrate desiccated swamp     

substrates and; 

2.Catchment modification techniques designed to promote the detention and        

infiltration of erosive surface flows before they reach swamps and to protect 

swamps from being smothered by excessive sediment inputs 

Within swamp systems biodegradable organic materials are predominately used,    

although other longer lasting materials such as hardwood timber and rocks that will 

be easily incorporated into the natural environment as well as fabricated concrete 

structures may be applicable in certain situations.  The advantages of organic       

materials are that they are relatively lightweight and can be carried into position 

manually and that they break down naturally in the environment, becoming          

incorporated into the swamp substrates. Soft engineering techniques used for     

protective works in the swamp’s catchment can utilise organic and non-organic    

materials in combination 

Restoration techniques of swamps 

Wooden bed control structure, 
Marmion Swamp 
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Intra Swamp Techniques 

Channel damming and stabilization with lateral hydration of 

desiccated swamp substrates 

This technique involves damming or packing channelised areas of swamp to prevent 

the ongoing dewatering of swamp substrates and to retain water and eroding swamp 

substrates within the swamp system. It involves detaining both surface and 

subsurface water flows through the use of gradient stabilization and other bed 

c o n t r o l  s t r u c t u r e s  i n 

channelised areas of swamps 

to establish water detention 

systems to store surface water 

flows, and prevent the ongoing 

erosion and dewatering of 

swamp substrates.  

It also provides the benefits of 

the retained surface water 

f lows  integrat ing  wi th 

groundwater instead of passing 

through the system rapidly, 

taking with it eroded swamp 

substrates..  

NOTE: 

Higher flow systems may require 

more significant stream rehabilitation  

work,  including  the armouring of  

some sections of  the stream bed and 

banks 

In these situations it is good practice 

to consult with specialist practioners,  

f luvial  geomorphologists  and       

catchment engineers for  design       

advice prior to undertaking works. 

Coir Log Check Dam, Marmion Swamp 

Coir Log  Water  Spreader, Marmion Swamp 
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The rehydration of swamp substrates is achieved through water being retained under 

pressure behind the structures. This water then moves laterally through the channel 

walls back into the surrounding swamp to rehydrate swamp substrates.   

Living and decaying organic 

matter, slumping swamp       

substrates and sediments are 

also stored behind the        

structures instead of being   

regularly flushed out through 

the channel, impeding drainage 

and helping reinstate the natural 

state of water-logging of the 

swamp over time. 

Whilst organic material and  

sediments can be allowed to   

accumulate naturally behind the 

structures, this process can be 

accelerated with channel     

packing with sterile straw bales 

or coir logs.  

 Structures are generally made of coir logs covered with jute matting but wooden bed         

stabilization structures can also be installed to provide greater longevity , particularly 

in situations where they can be kept in constantly wet and relatively anaerobic        

conditions. 

Keying the check dams very   

securely into both the channel 

walls and the channel bed,    

protecting the toe from           

undercutting and the drop down 

areas from  scouring by        

overflows is particularly critical 

as any structural weaknesses are 

readily exploited by the        

considerable water pressures 

the   structures are under.  

Regular checks for leaks,       

particularly in the initial months 

after installation, is also advised 

to pick up any weaknesses early 

before they have a chance to 

worsen. 

Coir Log Water Spreader, Marmion Swamp 

Wooden bed control structure, Yosemite Swamp 
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Construction of detention basins and infiltration cells 

to promote vertical hydration.  

Where appropriate (generally in low flow systems with continuous low level base 

flows) this technique involves the diversion of a percentage of channelised flows 

out of a channel and onto the adjoining surface of the swamp, where water can be 

stored by constructed detention basins or infiltration cells to allow the vertical      

re-saturation of swamp substrates from above.  

The aim is to provide the vertical rehydration of dewatered swamp substrates and 

the elevation of the  underlying water table across the treated area. 

The structures are also designed to act as level spreaders with any excess water  

discharging as a lamina flow across the entire length of the structures.  

This dissipates the erosive potential of any stormwater flows by spreading the 

flows over a large area thereby reducing the volumes and velocities of flows over 

any one point of the structures or the swamp while at the same time encouraging 

maximal infiltration and vertical re-saturation of swamp substrates.            

Water is diverted laterally into infiltration “cells” 
Coir logs need to be level to ensure to ensure even 

overflow and maximum water retention  

Coir log  
check dam 

Scour protection 

Structure can fail at joins if not  firmly 
abutted  

Key in and embed 
well into substrate 
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Vegetation responses to            

restoration of swamp substrate 

rehydration 

In most low flow situations not 

impacted by weed invasion and 

nutrient enrichment, the natural 

regeneration of sedges and other 

wetland species can occur within 

a very short period of time        

following the installation of these 

structures and the  re-saturation 

of the swamp    substrates.  

In some areas it has  provided a 

highly competitive cover to       

existing weed grasses (see      

Braeside case study) as a new   

trajectory of change is created by 

the  re-establishment of the    

natural waterlogged hydrology of 

the swamp . 

However if exotic weedy sedges 

occur in the swamp’s sub-

catchment there is the  possibility 

that the exotic weedy grasses will 

be simply replaced by exotic 

weedy sedge species replacing 

one weed problem with another.  

Direct seeding and/or heavy 

plantings with native sedge     

species into these areas is        

recommended to quickly occupy 

and dominate the new wetland  

areas created.  

NOTE: This approach has 

proven to be very successful in 

low flow systems with a         

continuous base-level flow. 
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 Installation of water   spreaders and infiltration cells into desiccated 

swamp substrates dominated by  exotic grasses at Braeside Swamp , 

Blackheath. ….. and 6 moths later demonstrating how  the  increased 

water-logging has creating a new trajectory of change  promoting the         

recolonisation of indigenous sedges and the natural die-back of  exotic 

grasses  
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 Techniques 

Check Dams 

Tips 
 
The keys to success 
with check dams  
are: 
Check dams should 
be located at natural 
constrictions on 
straight sections of 
channels 
They need to be 
firmly keyed into 
the surrounding 
channel as well into 
the bed of the    
channel. 
The toe and drop 
down areas at the 
front and back of 
the structures need 
to be thoroughly          
protected. 
Check dams need    
to be regularly        
monitored for 
breaches,              
particularly in the 
period directly after 
installation.   
Breaches should be 
identified and        
rectified as quickly 
as possible before a 
more significant 
blow out s can     
occur. 

The construction of check dams to stabilise incised channels, to 

store surface water behind them, as well as assisting with the 

spreading of these flows over a broader area, are central to the    

recovery of swamp systems which have become desiccated. 

Check dams, or wet detention basins, are generally used on very 

slight gradients. However where they are used on steeper gradients 

they are installed as “perched” basins and linked through stabilised 

drop-down structures.  

These check dams will  

usually contain a     

shallow body of      

surface water normally 

less than 100mm deep.  

Below the surface  

level a relatively                  

impermeable wall of 

coir logs are placed 

along the front of the 

structure which can be 

up to 1.5m deep in the 

ground to intercept and store ground water and impede its rapid 

movement through badly damaged or dried-out substrates.  
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Techniques  

Tips  
 
Check dams 
should be checked 
as part of              
a planned          
maintenance        
program to ensure 
that seals of the 
structures have  
not been           
compromised.  
Checks should 
also ensure that 
no scouring or 
other damage to 
the flow line is  
occurring for 10m 
above or   below 
the structure as a     
result of the    
structure, which 
may indicate that 
the structure has 
been placed in a 
too high flow    
systems. 

Hession bags filled 
with excavated site 
soil used to fill voids 
behind structure 

Step down structures           
constructed in front of      
structure to reduce risk of 
scouring. 

Constructed with square coir 
logs 1200 x 300 x 300mm or 
2000 x 3000 x 300mm can be 
used in narrower streams 

Coir logs wrapped in jutemat, bedded firmly into channel bed lined with mat or geofabric 

Spillway 
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 Techniques 

Channel Packing 
Channels which have been incised by erosive surface flows          

resulting in deep narrow drainage lines running through the 

swamp, can be lined with jute mat and then packed with straw 

bales, coir logs or other organic materials to impede drainage,   

elevate the bed level, increase the water retention capacity within 

the channel, relieve pressure on check dams and, where              

appropriate in low flow systems, encourage closure of the channel 

with organic substrates. 

The channel packed with  

organic material provides a 

greater volume in which  

surface water flows can be 

absorbed and retained. Once 

the organic material is fully 

saturated the water flows 

over the jute mat wrapping 

on top of the packed channel 

and when combined with 

level spreaders can be used 

to effectively rehydrate  

large areas of desiccated 

swamp on either side of the 

original channel. 

Once swamp vegetation has started naturally regenerating, the         

decay of organic material will further strengthen this process until 

the channel is nearly unrecognizable and a broad subsurface sheet 

flow is established across the site. 

 

Tips 
 
Straw bales are best  
suited for use in   
areas of low flows 
and constantly wet 
situations.  
If straw bales are 
not constantly wet 
and are subjected to 
repeated wet-dry  
cycles they break-
down quickly. Coir 
logs are more      
suitable in such 
situations. 
 
The channels      
behind check dams 
can  be packed to   
reduce the  direct   
water  pressure that  
the check dams are   
subjected to. 

Round coir logs come in diameters 
of 159mm, 219mm and 300mm 
and 3m in length  

Channel packing with straw bales,  
Wentworth Falls Lake Swamp 

Channel packing with coir logs, 
Wentworth Falls Lake Swamp 
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Techniques Techniques 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tips 
 
The channel must 
be very tightly 
packed with no air 
pockets to prevent 
any chance of     
tunneling  beneath 
the channel      
packing.  
 
For areas where 
elongated  sections 
of incised channel 
are to be packed to 
aid in the elevation 
of the stream bed, 
the use of the range 
of different diameter 
round coir logs    
provide for the most       
effective results. 
 
Never fully pack the 
channel .  
Sufficient channel 
capacity should be 
retained to conduct 
any anticipate       
surface flows. 

The channel must tightly packed with no air 
pockets to prevent subterranean flows 

Straw bales can be used for channel 
packing in place of jute logs if they 
remain permanently     waterlogged 

The channel may require shaping 
to allow firm packing and lined 
with jute mat or geofabric 

Surface stormwater flows over the top of a packed channel,   
Wentworth Falls Lake Swamp 

Never fully pack  the channel. Retain sufficient 
channel capacity  to continue to conduct  any 
anticipated surface flows  
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Level Spreaders 

Level spreaders provide for long  lamina flows across the outlet of 

individual structures, which in turn assists in reducing the erosive 

force of these surface flows particularly when combined with drop 

down structures as part of a larger detention and infiltration system. 

This allows for large volumes of water to pass over the site,          

providing an opportunity for a significant percentage of surface 

flows to be infiltrated into the substrates with excess water being 

safely discharged between individual components of a larger          

detention and infiltration structure. 

Tips 
 
Utilise the natural    
contours of the site as 
well as assisted         
levelling techniques 
(Dumpy , spirit or laser 
levelling) to achieve 
optimal   positioning 
and    placement of the 
level spreaders. 
Just levelling by eye 
will result in                 
sub-optimal results.  
 
Whilst square coir logs 
are often used in these 
structures, the use of 
an organic material 
such as coir logs may 
result in sagging over 
time and the creation 
of an erosive discharge 
point in the structure.  
Where it  is necessary 
to maintain a consis-
tent level coir logs 
may be replaced with  
hardwood  timber or 
the two materials can 
be used together.  Excavated trench 

1000mm 

50x50x900mm hardwood stakes 

50x50x1200mm hardwood stakes 

Coir log squares 3000x300mm,Structure 6‐9m long 

Line with jute mat or geofabric, 
wrap coir logs in jute mat 
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Level spreaders are also utilized in situations where more           

concentrated stormwater flows are entering the top or sides of 

swamps or their  buffers to assist with the spreading of narrow 

and more highly erosive flows. However care needs to be taken not 

to direct flows out of already degraded channels into swamp areas 

that are not able to sustain them as new erosion channels or        

tunneling of previously intact swamp might result. 

Tips 
 
Always protect the 
drop down areas at 
the front of level 
spreaders from 
scouring using     
thin coir log s placed 
in front of the   
structure. Sandbags 
can be used but are 
not recommended as 
they tend to break 
too quickly and need 
to be replaced  
annually 
 
Avoid creating     
structures with drop 
down heights of >30 
cm as excessive 
scouring forces are 
generate which are 
difficult to manage.  

 

 

Even with laser leveling achieving perfect lamina lows over coir log 

structures is difficult as coir logs are not rigid materials and do 

compress and sag a little over time. Therefore it is important to 

monitor and adjust the levels of the level spreaders accordingly (It  

may be as simple as stamping the spreaders flat again but it may 

require resetting of the levels) as areas of  more concentrated flows 

may  develop over time  at sag points. 

Level spreaders with thin coir log scour 
protection 

Level spreaders with sand bag  scour    
protection (not recommended  on the front 
of structures as needs annual maintenance) 
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Tips 
 
Detention basins 
should be checked 
as part of a planned           
maintenance        
program to ensure 
that seals of the  
structures have not 
been compromised.      
Any breaches should 
be repaired as 
quickly as possible 
before they can 
worsen. 

Checks 
should also 
examine 
the area 
above and 
below the 
structure  
to  ensure 
that  no     
scouring  is 
occurring  

Detention basins and infiltration cells 

Detention basins are primarily designed to detain water within them. 

They can be used within swamps to detain water over the surface of 

the swamp to allow the vertical hydration of swamp substrates or 

within a swamp’s catchment to detain and infiltrate stormwater flows 

to prevent them reaching the swamp as erosive surface flows.  

They are often simply larger versions of water spreaders but their 

primary goal is to detain water rather than spreading it, although   

often they may do both. 

Where water spreading may not be appropriate they can have an    

armoured spillway in a similar manner to a check dam to direct   

overflows over a well protected drop down structure to another     

detention basin or back into a drainage channel. 

Infiltration cells are incorporated into the larger structures in order to 

avoid flows passing over long slope lengths with the potential for    

ongoing bed scouring and erosion.  

These smaller wetland cells compartmentalise the larger structure and  

Water is diverted laterally into infiltration “cells” 
Coir logs need to be level to ensure to ensure 
even overflow and maximum water retention  

Coir log  
check dam 

Scour  
protection 

Structure can fail at joins if not  firmly 
abutted and sealed 

Key in and embed 
well into substrate 
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are  established through using gradient stabilization structures 

along the length of the slope to create a series of small and stable 

water  detention basins. Ideally the water detained in each             

infiltration cell should cover the toe of the infiltration cell above it 

creating a   cascading series of terraced pools. 

This approach also allows for more uniform distribution of water 

across the restoration site, in turn providing for quicker re-saturation 

of swamp substrates and the reestablishment of  colonising wetlands 

species. 

Infiltration cells as pictured above and below are formed as individual      
compartments within a larger detention system.  

Tips 
 
When excavating 
trenches for      
placement of coir 
logs and straw bales 
as part of the            
construction of    
basin walls it is     
important to store 
sub soil and top soil   
separately in        
hessian sand bags  
This material should 
be replaced in its 
natural  order as the 
top soil will contain 
large volumes of       
wetlands species 
seeds which will 
kick start the        
regeneration       
process. 
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Reinforced Sediment Fence Basins 

Reinforced Sediment Fencing Detention Basins are a low cost and   

effective way of  detaining and infiltrating large volumes of water  

before they can reach a swamp.  

The construction principals are similar to a standard sediment fence 

except all the structural support components are reinforced and 

strengthened. Two strand of heavy gauge fencing wire (3.15 mm 10 G 

or thicker), support the geotextile fabric, which can be doubled up to 

increase the strength of the material. Star pickets are place 1-3m 

apart depending on the volume and the pressure of the water they 

have to detain. Star pickets are also braced at the back of the     

structure to provide additional support to the structure. 

 A deep trench at least 150m-200m should be dug to key in the     

geotextile fabric at the base of structure into the soil. The trench 

should be backfilled and firmly compacted to prevent undermining. 

The front of the structure should be reinforced also to act as a drop 

down structure for overflows and to prevent scouring. 

Sediment fence (reinforced) for water 
retention and infiltration 

Point of failure: dig in  
sufficiently. Dig in a t least 150‐200mm 

Star pickets, braced. 

Install scour protection using 
sandbags or coir logs 

 

Tips 
 
Utilise the natural    
contours of the site 
as well as assisted         
levelling techniques 
(Dumpy , spirit or 
laser levelling) to 
achieve optimal   
positioning and    
placement of the  
reinforced sediment 
fences. Just levelling 
by eye will result in                
sub-optimal results. 
 
Water should ideally 
sheet over the   
structure as a lamina 
flow. 

Reinforced  and 
tensioned with 
plain wire 

Ensure top strand is level to ensure even 
sheeting of water over structure 
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Reinforced Sediment fence basins above Marmion Swamp, Leura 

Reinforced Sediment Fence Basin above 
Wentworth Falls Lake Swamp-thin coir 
logs should be used in preference to      
sandbags if  greater longevity is required as 
sandbags will breakdown within 12 months 
if used as drop down structures in higher 
flow situations 
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Stream Bank Stabilisation 

In many situations swamps have natural watercourses running    

parallel to or occasionally directly through swamps. In other 

swamps artificial watercourses have been  cut through swamps by 

highly erosive stormwater flows from modified catchments, which 

may need to be managed as modified creek line systems within the  

swamps.  

In many cases where the catchment hydrology has been significantly 

altered through development in the catchment above the creekline 

the streambanks and stream beds may be subjected to active bank 

or bed erosion. Soft engineering structures can be used for both 

streambank and streambed stabilization. 

Coir log structures can 

be used to provide  toe 

protection  for eroding 

stream banks  to        

prevent ongoing under-

cutting and slumping of 

banks. The construction 

methods are very    

similar to other coir 

structures. Keying the 

structures deeply into 

the  streambank to    

prevent undercutting and tying them well into the stream bank is 

critical.  Making the structures tall enough to prevent overtopping 

by peak flows is also an important consideration. 

Tips 
 
Higher flow systems 
may require more 
significant stream                  
rehabilitation work, 
including  the       
armouring of some 
sections of stream. 
In these situations it 
is good practice      
to consult            
with specialist             
practitioners,  fluvial              
geomorphologists 
and catchment      
engineers for design 
advice prior to     
undertaking works. 
Toe protection  
structures need to be 
deeply keyed into 
the  streambank      
to prevent                  
underrunning of the        
structures. 

Installing streambank stabilization structures adjacent to Braeside Swamp, Blackheath (during 
and after installation) 
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Techniques 

Coir log  retaining walls can also be used to stabilise steep and erod-

ing streambanks. Steep  eroding banks between the coir retaining 

walls can  be safely battered down behind the structures, covered 

with protective jute matting and planted out with stabilising         

vegetation  plugged through the jute matting. 

In situations where the works are relatively minor these should be 

addressed as part of the swamp restoration works. These works 

should also be supported by catchment modification works and 

other initiatives which promote water sensitive urban design      

principles to assist in reducing the impacts of urban stormwater on 

the site. 

Tips 
 
Jute mat is used 
where there is little 
or no protective 
vegetative cover 
over the soil and 
limited opportunities 
for natural            
regeneration. 
 
If the soil is already 
partly stabilised by 
vegetation and there 
is opportunities for 
regeneration       
consider using jute 
mesh to help        
stabilise the soil. 
Jute mesh has a 
more open weave so     
existing plants can 
be positioned 
through it and    
natural regeneration 
can still  occur. 

Jute mat or mesh 
on battered slope 

Plant into 
mat 

Embed coir logs in substrate a 
minimum 100mm or consider em‐

bedding most of the log for 
 toe protection 
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Earth Trail Maintenance 

Where conservation earthworks require machinery to undertake the 

required work, look for the smallest machine possible with the soft-

est treads to minimise the footprint of works. 

As soon as possible ensure that 

stabilization and sediment      

control works are completed   

particularly in situations where 

large scale disturbance areas or 

duplicated tracks are being closed 

and rehabilitated. 

Remember to avoid the summer 

storm season when scheduling 

works. 

Where possible redesign the track systems to place or when    

choosing to close duplicated tracks retain those tracks that run 

along contours or on ridgetops at the outer edges of the catchment 

rather than those running down long slope lengths or steep         

gradients or through the swamps. 

Like much of the restoration works outlined in this document 

planned maintenance is crucial to ensuring long term protection of 

the downstream swamps. 

 

Tips 
 
As  when              
undertaking hand        
excavations for 
placement of coir 
logs, straw bales and 
the construction of 
earth structures it is 
important to store 
sub soil and top soil 
separately during 
mechanical           
excavations.  
This material should 
be  replaced in its 
natural order as the 
top soil may contain 
seed which will    
assist in the                
regeneration       
process. 

Stabilising recently disturbed  soils with 
jute mat 

Brushmatting Roll Over  Bar  installation 
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Earth Trail Maintenance 

Earth trails including small scale 

walking tracks surrounding 

swamps, can still contribute    

significant amounts of sediment 

into swamps, particularly in 

steep terrain where they are not 

adequately constructed or        

maintained. 

Large volumes of erosive surface 

flows may in some circumstances 

alter or redirect surface flows 

which are part of the natural    

hydrology away from the swamp 

below (see Ellem Gully Swamp 

Case Study) 

Always take time to look back 

into the surrounding lands  out-

side the swamp for primary 

drivers of degradation. 

Tips 
 
Look to disperse  
water and sediments        
regularly and in 
small volumes along 
earth trails       
throughout the    
subcatchment,      
particularly in steep 
terrain. 
Avoid the summer 
storm season when 
scheduling  any soil            
conservation works. 

 
Shape berm so that water 
and sediment flow into 
cutaway 

Ensure imported soils are free of 
weed propagules and any   
contamination 

Cross road earth berms can be 
constructed from compacted soil 

Trafficable  
“ramp” 

Table and mitre 
drains to capture 
runoff and sediment 

Ensure coir logs are keyed into 
berm and embedded firmly. 

Placing Jute mesh 
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Basic  
Installation  
Techniques 
 

- step by step examples 
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STEP 1  

Excavate  a trench the correct width, 

length and shape for the installation of 

the structure. Ensure the structure will 

be well keyed into stable swamp       

substrates on both the bottom and sides  

Use the excavated material from the top 

layer of the swamp, which will          

containing the seed bank to fill the   

hessian sandbags which will be used for 

reinforcing and packing around the 

structures . These seeds will germinate 

in the hessain bags and stabilize the soil 

in the sandbags as the hessian breaks 

down.  Stockpile the remaining soil on a 

sheet of plastic to use  for structure 

sealing later 

STEP 2  

Line the base of the excavated trench 

with jute mat and then roll out           

sufficient jute mat so that once the 

structure has been completed, the entire 

structure can be wrapped for water  

sealing. 

Ensure that the jute matting used is   

sufficiently wide to allow the jute     

matting to be pulled up and over the    

structure and pinned securely to the top 

of the structure at both the front and 

back of the structure. 

Take care to avoid trampling the        

s e n s i t i v e  s w a m p  v e g e t a t i o n                

unnecessarily  and try to   minimize 

your construction  footprint  as much as 

possible. 

Basic Soft Engineering Structure Installation  
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STEP 3   
Tightly pack the structural material 

into the lined excavation trench.  

Materials can include coir logs or 

coir logs in combination with straw 

bales if constant waterlogging can 

be assured as straw bales        

breakdown rapidly when subjected 

to repeated wetting-drying cycles. 

Coir logs should always be placed 

at the front of the structure when 

the two materials are used in    

combination as coir logs have 

greater  structural strength and are 

longer lasting than straw bales. For 

similar reasons straw bales should 

not be used underneath coir logs or 

where structural strength is         

required. 

STEP 4   
 

Pull the jute matting up and over 

the front and back of the structure 

and pin it securely to the top of the 

structure . 

Use sharpened stainless steel pins 

(see materials) to attach the jute 

matting securely to the coir logs  

and straw logs to ensure the jute 

mat wrapping will not slip off. 
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STEP 5 
 

Pull the additional jute   

matting rolled out at the 

ends of the structure  in 

step 2 back over the top of 

the structure. 

Pin the jute matting down 

leaving a wing of jute     

matting material at the front 

of the structure for scour 

protection and on which the 

drop down structures will 

be placed. 

STEP 6 
 

Use the stockpiled excavated 

soil to fill any small gaps  

around the structure to     

ensure watertight sealing 

and to help keep the jute  

matting in place. 

Place soil over the wing of 

jute  matting material at the 

front of the structure on 

which the drop down          

structures will be placed. 
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 STEP 7 
Insert wooden stakes at 50-100cm centres 

depending on the structural strength        

required.  

Initially insert the stakes at an angle         

directed under the structure but then as 

they become more deeply embedded have a 

second person help pull them into an       

upright  position with a loop of rope as they 

are hammered deeper.  

This has the effect of tightly  compressing 

the structural materials together between 

the stakes. 

Use plain galvanized wires between the 

stakes to hold down the structural materials. 

Make notches in the sides of the stakes. String 

a tight figure of eight wire configuration     

between the stakes  which is securely         

embedded  in the notches. Hammer the stakes 

to their final depth which will pull down the    

wires and the coir logs tightly as the wire in 

the notch is pulled down with the stake. 

Provide scour protection and 
drop down protection at the 
front and back of the structure 
with either hessian sandbags 
filled with  surface layer swamp  
substrates with seeding material  
(back only) or a thin coir log 
(front and back) 

Notch hardwood stake prior to      
installation. Hammer into final       
position after wiring to create extra 
tension in wire strainer. 
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An almost complete structure awaiting  tying down with plain galvanized wire and scour  protection through  the         
installation of  a thin coir log  on the front of the structure. 
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Single Coir Log Water Spreader Installation 
 

Excavate the installation trench as close to the  dimension of the coir log as    

possible  to create  a snug fit and to ensure the coir log is well keyed into the 

surrounding stable swamp substrates so it cannot be outflanked, undercut or  

underrun. 
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Wooden Streambed Stabilisation Structure Installation 
Wooden structures can be used in place of coir or coir and straw bale         

structures where greater longevity is required. Like most materials they last 

longer if they are kept permanently wet and are not subjected to repeated    

wetting and drying cycles.  

Installation requires specialised tools and can be difficult to water seal but the 

advantages include increased structure longevity, a smaller installation      

footprint as they do not generally require extensive excavation and greater 

ease in   achieving level laminar water flows, which are more stable over time 

due to the more rigid nature of timber.  

Cutting a narrow trench for the insertion of the  wooden 
sleepers with the trench cutter (below) 

Hammering the wooden sleepers firmly  into position to 
ensure keying in (bevel edge of bottom plank  to assist 
penetration) and water tight sealing of structure (use 
straight unwarped boards 
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Areas of potential structural weakness 

Joins 
The joins between coir logs are     

vulnerable to tunneling because it is 

difficult to totally close the gap      

between the coir logs and create  a 

water tight seal. Round coir logs are 

difficult to seal and are not            

r ecommended  fo r  s t ruc ture            

installation.  

In preference use square logs abutted 

tightly together with the joins tightly 

wrapped with jute mat to make a   

watertight seal. 

 Joins should be regularly inspected 

for breaches and fixed quickly as 

blowouts can worsen very quickly.     

Monitoring and maintenance of the 

jute matt seals is required every        

6 months. 

Avoid having joins located in areas under significant pressure ie try to have the joins 

located to the margins of the drainage line if possible to reduce pressure on the join. 

Joins can also be protected by supporting the backs of joins with sandbags or plugs of 

sedges or both the backs and fronts of joins with a thin coir  log 

Material Selection 
 

Straw bales break down rapidly if 

they are subjected to regular drying 

and wetting cycles and should not 

be used where structural  strength is 

required. 

Note the loose wiring as the straw 

bale shrinks with decomposition. 

For the same reason straw bales 

should not be  used under longer 

lasting materials such as coir logs. 
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Keying and Tying In  

All structures need to be keyed and 

tied in well to adjacent stable areas 

or they will quickly be eroded 

around, underrun and outflanked 

by stormwater. 

Tunnelling under structures can  

occur if structures are not keyed 

into the channel bed deeply enough 

and if the toes and the drop down 

areas of the structures are not    

protected from scouring. 

Undermining of coir logs can occur 

if water eddies in front of the   

structure creating deep scour pools, 

or if  plunge pools form behind the 

structure due to excessive drop 

down heights (ie >300mm). 

Reta in ing  wa l ls  and  bank             

stabilization structures need to be 

properly tied into the area they are 

trying to retain and sealed with jute 

matting.  

If water can tunnel behind the 

structure, the structure can become 

detached and isolated from the area 

they were designed to protect. 
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The placement of coir logs and the heights and levels of structures is            

determined by two competing drivers. In the example above having the logs 

too high on the right hand side of the spreader does mean that a large part of 

the structure does not actually increase the detention capacity of the structure 

and is in fact redundant for most of the time . However in high flows it may be 

justified if it keys the structure more firmly into the bank and protects the 

structure from being outflanked.     

Hessain sandbags filled with surface swamp substrates containing  seed bank 

material act as nursery beds and are quickly covered with germinating swamp 

vegetation , which help to             

consolidate the substrates in the 

bags as the hessian breaks down. 

The organic matrix of coir logs can 

also support seedling growth (below 

left) 

 

Plugs of sedges can be placed behind 
joins to help with water sealing and 
consolidating the joins 
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Points of  weakness 
 
 
 
 

 

The key failure points for soft engineering structures are when;  
 
 They are used in inappropriately high flow systems 
 
 Structures are not adequately keyed into the surrounding banks and 

the stream bed. 
 
 Structures and materials as chosen are inappropriately sized or lack 

the longevity required 
 
 Structures are not regularly inspected and maintained 

Maintenance 
 
Maintenance of all structures is the absolute key to success 
 
 Failure to plan for maintenance is a plan for failure. 
 
 Different materials and structures have varying life cycles and the    

maintenance plan should reflect this.  

Disclaimer  

All information, advice, images and graphics contained within 

this publication is intended only as a guide to best soft-

engineering practice. The authors and co-contributors of this 

publication and their employing bodies hold no liability for 

the results of the application of techniques, methods and/or 

advice contained within. It is suggested to do a thorough     

assessment and seek expert advice in higher flow systems   

before installing any swamp remediation works in your   

catchment. 
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Materials 

Guide 
 

A series of factsheets depicting 

soft swamp remediation hardware 

in-situ. 
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Sediment Fencing 
 
 
 

Tips 
 
Make certain that 
the trench you dig 
to install the fence 
is properly        
back-filled with soil 
and thoroughly 
tamped down and         
compacted.  
If not, water will 
probably pull the 
fabric out of the 
ground and render 
the fence useless.  
Note reinforcing 
wire used across the 
fence (left), and  
additional steel 
posts. 
Install the silt fence 
in the shape of a 
"C" or a "J" to    
prevent water from 
going around the 
end of the fence.  

Use /application  
Silt fence is a temporary sediment barrier designed to prevent fine debris 

carried by sheet flow from entering natural waterways and stream systems. 

It is a sediment control practice intended to be installed where sediment-

laden water can pond, thus allowing the sediment to fall out of suspension 

and separate from the runoff.   

Whilst not intended to be an erosion control practice, sediment fence     

upstream of desiccated and channelized swamp systems can assist with 

the detention and subsequent slow-release of quite large quantities of    

water that would otherwise rush through and out of the downstream 

swamp.  Proper placement, installation and securing of the silt fence is  

vital, particularly if it is to function as a level-spreader (as above).  

To ensure the fence height is the same across the length of the fence,     

levels are used. If heights vary or if the fence is not additionally and     

adequately reinforced, water will find a weakness and exit the structure in 

one place as a concentrated flow, potentially causing scouring or erosion. 

Improperly applied or installed sediment fence can increase erosion.     

Reasons for the high failure rate of improperly designed and installed silt 

fence include: 

 Improper placement on the site; 

 Shallow trenches with little or no soil compaction; 

 Inadequate attachment to posts; 

 Failure to maintain the silt fence after installation. 

Description  
A UV-stabilised woven synthetic mesh filter-fabric, designed to contain 

sediment while allowing the slow drainage of water. A sediment, or silt 

fence is a temporary barrier entrenched into the soil and attached to   

supporting hardwood stakes or steel fence posts. 
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Straw Bales 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Description 
Straw bales consist of Australian grown, sterilized, pre-bundled straw. 

Use /application  
Used principally for water retention structures in low volume flow lines, 

straw bales are useful for channel-packing and the construction of larger 

structures in low flow situations as part of swamps structures. Straw bales 

shouldn’t be used as drop down structures, instead use coir logs. Single 

step-downs should be kept under 300mm to minimise the impact of  

scouring below the structure.  

Tips 
 
All straw bales 
which are part of 
water retaining 
structures must be 
well keyed into the 
surrounding banks 
and bed of the flow-
line. 
Coir logs should be 
used to strengthen 
the front wall of the 
structure. 

Description  
Pins (pegs) are made from steel with sharpened ends for easy penetration 

in a range of sizes, standard to heavy duty. (Length x Width x Gauge) 

150mm x 30mm x 4mm 200mm x 35mm x 4mm  300mm x 50mm x 5mm. 

Stakes are 17mm x 17mm and larger, are pointed at one end for easier 

penetration into the ground, with diameters determined by the location 

of the structure up to 50mmx50mm and 1.8m. 

Non-galvanised wire (ie steel wire) from1.5mm—2mm dependant on      

location and anticipated stress or pressure on structure. 

Use /application 
Sharpened steel pins are used for securing geotextile matting and/or 

mesh to prevent movement. Longer pins may be required for soft ground 

or steeper slopes.  

Stakes secure in-stream structures and provide strength. Metal            

star-pickets are sometimes used. 

Wire secures stakes to the structure and provides strength. 

Pegs, Stakes and Wire 
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Jute Matting 

Description  
Jute matting is an erosion control mat made 

from 100% recycled biodegradable jute (hessian) 

fibres. Choice of thickness and densities for   

different applications, this organic geotextile 

comes in rolls or squares (see below). Jute    

matting provides temporary erosion protection 

armouring banks against erosion, whilst        

promoting vegetation growth and aiding in weed 

control. 

Use /application  
Jute matting provides a protective barrier to disturbed soil until        

vegetation takes hold. Because the matting allows air and  water to pass 

unimpeded through its construction, the soil beneath it can breath,     

promoting growth of desired plants while reducing evaporation and     

enhancing water filtration whilst protecting soils. The jute mat forms a 

mulch which suppresses weed growth and increases moisture retention 

in the soil to aid in the establishment of long-term vegetation. 

Mattings are used on stream banks where moving water velocities are 

likely to wash out new vegetation, and in areas where the soil surface is 

disturbed or existing vegetation has been removed.  

Proper site preparation is essential to ensure complete contact of the mat-

ting (or  blanket) with the soil. 

 Grade and shape the area of installation. 

 Remove all rocks, clods, vegetation or other obstructions so that the 

installed blankets or mats will have complete, direct contact with the 

soil. 

 Key into tops of slopes to prevent infiltration of water under matting 

 Secure in place with steel pins 

Tips 
 
Correct               
installation is    
critical.  
Matting material 
should be installed  
in such a manner 
that continuous 
contact between the  
material and the 
soil occurs. 

Specifications:1.83metres Wide x 25metres Long (Covers 45.75M2)        

Medium (750-800G/M2)- Heavy (1300G/M2)                                                

Squares 370mm x 370mm, 800gm/² 600mm x 600mm, 800gm/² 
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Jute Mesh 

Description  
Jute mesh is an organic loose woven jute mesh used for erosion control, 

An economical form of erosion control ideal for laying down to stabilize 

de-nuded banks, tracks, paths and roadways, especially where         

vegetation re-growth is required.100% biodegradable jute netting ideal 

for basic erosion protection but allowing growth of vegetation through 

its 20-30mm apertures. It is ideal for slopes and swale drains. 

Use /application  
Jute mesh will break down over a      

period of time providing nutritional 

benefit to the soil, while at the same 

time encouraging microbial activity. 

On creekbanks and tracks, jute mesh 

holds seeds intact, prevents soil       

erosion and allows vegetation to  

readily establish through the mesh. 

Brush matting, direct seeding and 

planting works well in conjunction 

with jute mesh. The matting breaks 

down into the soil structure over 

time. 

Jute mesh can be laid over existing 

vegetation to assist with bank           

stabilization, with plants gently 

pulled through existing holes, or cut 

to make a bit bigger. 

Tips 
 
Begin at tops of 
slopes laying over 
rolls underneath as 
heading downhill . 
Secure in place with 
steel pins. 
Cut holes for         
existing native    
vegetation and    
gently pull plants 
through the holes. 

Specifications 470G/M2, 20x20mm Grid 1.2m x 550m (Covers 660M2) 
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Coir Logs 

Description 
Coir logs are made from biodegradable natural coconut fibres            

compressed into hessian fibre rolls and encased in woven mesh.     

Available in either round or square profiles, and different lengths and 

widths, coir logs are ideal for constructing check-dam structures,     

managing changes in stream flow velocity, shaping channels, stabilising 

banks. They are easily installed and blend into the environment. 

Use /application  
Coir logs help reduce erosion, while allowing vegetation to grow through 

its matrix of fibres. Coir breaks down over time (lasting up to four years 

depending on presence/absence of moisture) and improve soil quality as 

they biodegrade mulching the soil.  

Square profile coir logs are used principally for water retention         

structures in low volume flow lines. Round profiles are useful for channel 

packing, single layer structures and drop down structures. Drop down 

structures in a single step down should be kept under 300mm to       

minimise the impact of scouring below the structure. All coir logs which 

are part of water retaining structures must 

be well keyed into the surrounding banks 

and bed of the flowline. 

Used along closed tracks to slow water and 

soil movement, trapping sediments while 

water seeps through. 

Tips 
At  least 3/4 of the 
post needs to be in 
the ground           
particularly for      
in-stream structures 
 
Wire-in posts       
securely - (see left) or 
use additional posts 
for strength (far left) 
 
 River bank      

stabilisation 
 Protects base of 

riverbanks from 
undermining 

 Reduces run-off 
on steep slopes 

 Captures        
sediments prior 
to entering      
waterways 

Specifications Round coirs come in diameters of 159mm, 219mm and 

300mm. 3metres long, weigh 25kg. 
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Timber 

Description  
Hardwood timber boards in varying thicknesses as required—26, 32, 35, 

40, 45, 55mm width and lengths to best suit stream width.. 

Use /application  

Square profile sections of hardwood are used as a longer lasting material 

for water retention structures in low to higher volume flow lines. Often 

used in conjunction with an upstream backing of coir log to assist in the 

sealing of the structure.  

Tips 
 
Thickness of timber 
materials can range 
from 300-400mm 
through to railway 
sleepers and large 
round log             
depending on the 
application. 
 
All notes for coir 
logs apply.  Rock 

Use /application  
Rough ripped profile sections of rock such as sandstone are used as a 

longer lasting material for water retention structures in higher volume 

flow lines. Often used in conjunction with an upstream backing of coir 

log to assist in the sealing of the structure. 

All structures should have geotextile such as bidim beneath the structure 

to assist in preventing erosion beneath structures. All notes for coir logs 

apply. 

Description 
Size of sandstone materials can range from 400mm through to 1000mm 

and larger depending on the  application.  
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Sandbags 
 
 
 
 

Description  
A sandbag is a sack made of hessian/burlap, polypropylene or other  

materials that is filled with sand or soil and used for such purposes as 

flood control. Advantages are that burlap and sand are inexpensive, and 

that the bags can be brought in empty and filled with local sand or soil. 

Sandbags sometimes come with tie string attached. 

Use /application  

A sandbag barrier consists of a row of sand-filled bags placed on a level 

contour to intercept sheet flows.  When appropriately placed, a sandbag 

barrier intercepts and slows sheet flow runoff, causing temporary  

ponding which provides conditions allowing sediment to settle out. 

While the sand-filled bags are porous, the fine sand tends to quickly 

plug with sediment, limiting the rate of flow through the barrier. 

Sandbag barriers may be suitable as a linear sediment control measure: 

 Below the toe of slopes and erodible slopes 

 As sediment traps at culvert/pipes and outlets 

 As part of an in stream structure to provide greater strength (below) 

 Parallel to a roadway to retain and 

detain sediment 

Along streams and channels as an  

erosion control measure: 

 Along the face and at grade 

breaks of exposed and erodible 

slopes to shorten slope length 

and spread runoff as sheet flow 

 At the top of slopes to divert 

runoff away from disturbed 

slopes 

 As check dams across mildly 

sloped construction roads. 

Tips 
 
Inspect  prior to  
forecast rain, daily 
during extended rain 
events and after rain 
events, weekly    
during the rainy  
season, and at    
two-week intervals   
during the non-rainy 
season. 
Sandbags exposed to 
sunlight will need to 
be replaced every 
two to three months 
due to degradation 
of the bags. 
Reshape or replace 
sandbags as needed. 
Repair washouts or 

other damage as 

needed. 

Specifications Hessian 370mm x 860mm (Poly 270mm x 860mm) 


